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Globally, societies are ageing, and elderly patients take many drugs. As such, medication safety has long been a major issue in long-term care. This group of patients has substantial comorbidity and typically takes many medications, some of which are poorly tolerated in the elderly. This population also frequently suffers from memory impairment, and often cannot advocate for themselves effectively. Behavioural issues are frequent, and overuse of psychoactive drugs is common. In addition, electronic health record use is not as widespread as in acute care or ambulatory settings. The net impact is that many patients suffer adverse drug events (ADEs) in long-term care, and these events can cause major morbidity lasting weeks or months, yet at the same time be harder to detect than in other populations. Most of the published studies in this area have come from Western countries such as the USA and UK, yet especially because care delivery systems and standards of practice vary dramatically by country, more evaluations are needed in other regions of the world.

The study by Ayani and colleagues in this issue of BMJ Quality and Safety examining the incidence and nature of ADEs and medication errors in nursing homes in Japan is therefore a welcome and relevant addition to previous studies in long-term care. Somewhat surprisingly, falls were the most frequent symptom of ADEs, representing 40% of identified events in this study. This may be related to detection bias—all falls in nursing homes are tracked, while more subtle ADEs may be missed. However, the overall incidence of ADEs was much higher in this study at 36.4 ADEs per 100 resident-months than in two prior studies in the USA, which found rates of 1.9 and 9.8 ADEs per 100 resident-months. These results have important implications for future research in this area, which should address what interventions including structural changes may be most effective for improving safety in this important healthcare sector.

To contextualise these findings, it is important to note that there are major differences between countries in terms of how older adults with daily care needs are managed, including what proportion of these patients are institutionalised. In the Netherlands, for example, the social systems are so strong that a very high proportion are cared for at home, though this has shifted toward more nursing facility care in recent years. In China, there is a culture of caring for elders at home. Almost 6% of Japan’s elderly people are institutionalised: two-thirds in hospitals and a quarter in special homes for the aged. Notably, a cross-national study found no relationship between the ageing status of a country and the number of nursing home beds. Thus, work is needed to identify the best approaches for managing this group—it may be expected that more patients over time may be able to stay at home longer, given the development and availability of new technologies, though this remains to be demonstrated.

COMPLEXITIES OF MANAGING MEDICATION IN NURSING HOMES

Managing medications in the elderly and particularly in nursing homes has long been complex. Part of the issue is that about half of nursing home residents suffer from Alzheimer’s or other dementias; as a result, they may have challenging behavioural issues and are often not capable of managing their medications themselves. Residents may also have difficulty advocating for themselves whether or not they suffer from cognitive impairment. At the same time though, nursing home patients often have multiple comorbidities and have elevated risk of medication adverse effects, and...
they may see physicians relatively infrequently, as clinical staffing models vary widely between facilities.\(^{11}\)\(^{12}\)

One of us (DWB) was involved in a large study of ADEs in this population in the USA early in his career.\(^{3}\) That study was striking for two reasons: one was that patients had experienced adverse effects for remarkably long times before they were detected, often for several months. The presentation was frequently one of a non-specific decline in physical or mental functioning that was not recognised for a prolonged period of time, followed by rapid recovery after a specific drug was discontinued. This length of related disability represents a major opportunity for improvement. The second reason was simply getting permission to do the studies. Many nursing homes are for-profit in the USA, and the chains of homes were reluctant to allow researchers to identify problems—though the ones we worked with did so, to their credit.

Another issue is that choosing and managing medications in nursing home patients involves many tradeoffs. Increasing age is associated with decreased physiological reserve in general and increased susceptibility to cognitive side-effects of medications in particular.\(^{13}\) In addition, emergence of a major medication side-effect could represent a direct adverse event or contribute to a subsequent adverse event such as a fall. One of the most widely cited references for this population, the American Geriatrics Society Beers Criteria, lists over 100 medications that may be contraindicated or used with caution in older adults.\(^{14}\) The study by Ayani and colleagues\(^{3}\) shows that many of the medications on this list were linked to adverse events in Japanese nursing facilities, further emphasising the challenges of pharmacology in this care setting. Some of these drugs should nearly always be avoided in this group, but many are—in the right circumstances—a reasonable option. For instance, both sedatives and atypical antipsychotics resulted in significant proportions of ADEs in Japanese nursing facilities; however, the indications for the original prescriptions were not described. For some patients with significant agitation that cannot be managed via other means, there may still be a risk–benefit tradeoff that warrants prescription of these medications in elderly populations; at the same time, it is likely that overall decreased exposure to these medications will result in fewer ADEs. The challenge, then, lies in supporting clinicians in making decisions about individual patients, and greater awareness of the prevalence of sedatives and antipsychotic-related ADEs may help inform the risk–benefit assessment at the bedside.

Not surprisingly, given the highest proportion of elderly worldwide, ADEs are a major problem in Japan in particular. The JADE group, which performed this study, has done a series of important studies evaluating the frequency and consequences of ADEs in Japan. They have demonstrated that ADEs are frequent and cause considerable harm in hospitalised patients, and outside the hospital as well.\(^{15}\)\(^{16}\)\(^{17}\) The publication of the first JADE study on ADEs\(^{13}\) was met with considerable fanfare in Japan and was front-page news in many parts of the country and the frequency of these problems surprised many in Japan. The current study represents another important contribution from this group, addressing an important and understudied sector, and providing more specific detail around the relatively high rates of medication-related harm in Japan that may stem from the degree of ageing in the population.

**POSSIBLE AVENUES TO IMPROVE MEDICATION SAFETY IN LONG-TERM CARE**

Looking forward, we believe several specific steps to improve medication safety could make care safer in older populations (Figure 1). The first is adoption in long-term care of smart electronic health records which make it easy to track what medications people are taking, and which include more robust decision support to check for potential problems. In the USA, long-term care was not included as part of meaningful use, and adoption of electronic health records in this sector has lagged; this is an issue in most countries, even though this patient group in long-term care may stand to get particular benefit because of their complexity and comorbidities. A second step is broader adoption of tools like telemedicine which can make it easier to evaluate patients who are having either specific issues, or more general ones such as functional decline. Third, keeping patients at home if possible may not only improve quality of life but also lead to lower potential for ADEs via lower incidence of delirium, which is often precipitated or exacerbated by a move to an unfamiliar environment. Admittedly, this should be counterbalanced by some evidence that medication discrepancies increase for elderly patients cared for at home.\(^{18}\)\(^{19}\) Lastly, broader adoption of non-pharmacological interventions to manage delirium and agitation in nursing facilities will also play a key role.\(^{20}\)

Regarding the first step, electronic health records should be used routinely in nursing homes and for the elderly more broadly. These make it easy to track what medications a patient is taking and what medications they have previously caused problems. In the not-too-distant future, it is likely that tools like artificial intelligence will be used to help clinicians pick the best option for an individual to manage a condition like

---

**Figure 1** Ways medication safety may be improved in long-term care.
agitation. The clinician would still make the choice, but such assistance would help in personalising recommendations for an individual, and perhaps even help in recommending monitoring and associated interventions such as fall prevention measures.

Another problem has been getting individuals with a possible adverse effect evaluated in a timely way. Telemedicine could help greatly with this; if it appears that a patient is having a problem, the facility staff could alert a clinician who could then evaluate the situation and make appropriate corrections. This could short-cut some of the months-long delays in discontinuation of offending agents which have been observed in the past.

One major improvement is likely to keep patients at home for longer than has been possible previously, by leveraging technology. Patients with cognitive impairment tend to do best in familiar environments. Technology could help in a variety of ways, ranging from medication dispensing to fall detection, to assessing how much food is in the refrigerator and whether it is being consumed. Some patients who can no longer care for themselves will likely still need to be in institutions, but this number should be minimised.

Non-pharmacological interventions for delirium and agitation will also likely play a key role. It is possible that patients presenting with behavioural dysregulation in nursing facilities are managed primarily symptomatically by prescribing medications aimed at achieving decreased lability or even achieving a significant degree of sedation. Overuse of antipsychotic medications in particular has been rampant in the USA. Studies demonstrate that use of these drugs is widespread. This is a highly complex issue; difficult behaviours can be disruptive for other residents and are hard to control. However, the more robust approach to behavioural dysregulation, whether caused by delirium or other factors, should involve investigation of and mitigation of precipitating causes. Indeed, ongoing research into the management of delirium recognises the key role of diagnosing the underlying cause of the patient’s acute confusional state and treating the underlying cause, with support of other non-pharmacological interventions before new medications are initiated.

We conclude that problems with medications in the elderly will continue to be important and represent a major safety issue, especially in countries such as Japan, South Korea, the UK and the USA, which have increasingly ageing populations. Nonetheless, there are multiple strategies as we have outlined, which we believe are likely to be helpful in improving care for this group. Ongoing evaluation of which of these strategies are most impactful and how they can most effectively be implemented is essential.
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